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CLUB MEETINGS
December 2018
6th

Dr John Baker
Special Education

Host/VOT Bill Ward.
13th

Sgt Stuart Pearson and
the Kajaki mine field
incident

Host/VOT Robert Jacklin
20th

Christmas Meal R&C

27th

No meeting

We wish you all a Merry Christmas from
everyone in FORUM

January 2019
3rd

Lorna Preece - Update on
Colchester Refuge

Host/VOT Robin Twinn
10th

Peter Jones The story of L33

Host/VOT Alan Tindall
17th

Simon Hall MBE - My
Year as the Sheriff.

Host/VOT Trevor Hunnaball
24th

Business Meeting

OoR

Bill Frame

31st

Partners Dinner at
Colchester Golf Club
Speaker: David Pryce on
Forensic Science

Host/VOT John Threlfall

Forum
School
Choir
Competition
And the winners
were …..
See inside for
full story.

Above: Bonnie Hill
presenting the trophy!

DG LESLEY SULLEY
VISITS FORUM
We were delighted to welcome
Lesley during November for an
official visit and even more so
to ask John Russell to present
her with £660 raised at the
school choir competition for
EHAAT.
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EDITORIAL

RAMBLINGS by PP Peter Powell

Editors: Jo Portway
& Colin Bennett

Cas’s sudden and untimely death has robbed us of a President “in his stride”
but gives us the very much unwanted chance to show Forum collegiate spirit
and to ensure that the Club runs on as seamlessly as possible.

Currently, there are currently
370 million mince pies sold in
the UK over the Christmas
period annually, with the
average Briton eating 27
mince piece each (I am having
someone else’s 27 as well).
20% of these 370 million pies
are thrown out - 74 million
mince pies contributing to the
huge amount of food wasted
across Britain each Christmas.
It’s time they appointed a
Minister for wasted mince
pies…..

And don’t forget to tell the
grandchildren (or just Orla in
Dom’s case) that Santa
stretches time like a rubber
band, in order to deliver all
the gifts in one
night. According to the
United Nations Children’s
Fund (UNICEF), there are
2,106 million children under
age 18 in the world. If we
assume that each household
has in average 2.5 children,
Santa would have to make
842 million stops on
Christmas Eve, travelling
221 million miles. Given the
different time zones, Santa
has 36 hours to deliver gifts,
therefore
his
average speed would be
approximately 650 miles per
second. It is less than the
speed of light, therefore it’s,
theoretically, do-able but still
quite hard for a chubby old
man. A professor of
mechanical and aerospace
engineering in USA suggests
that Santa uses relativity
clouds to get the work done.
‘Relativity clouds’ based on
relative physics, allow Santa
to stretch time like a rubber
band which gives him
months to deliver gifts, while
only a few minutes pass for
the rest of us. But you knew
that already didn’t you?
Do try to have a wonderful
Christmas and raise a glass
to those we’re missing this
year.

Jo

Two examples spring immediately to mind. First, the Past Presidents have
willingly agreed to write these Ramblings for the rest of Cas’s year and it falls
to me to write the first.
Secondly, the Club’s thanks must go to Tony who instantly volunteered to take
over the then imminent Junior Choir Competition with invaluable help from
Colin and also Thompson Smith & Puxon. Without that firm’s sponsorship the
event may have been in jeopardy but this year they have gone beyond “mere”
sponsorship and provided essential practical help to Tony as they had liaised
closely with Cas and had vital information which meant Tony did not need to
trouble Julie.
The event was a great success and Cas’s contribution
was made clear by the speeches in the Heats and Final
and his programme notes remained in his name and his
signature appeared on all the Certificates.
We have lost a young (by Rotary standards) President in
the middle of his successful year, but of course our loss
is nothing compared to that of Julie and family.
I have chaired meetings pending Mike’s return from
holiday when he, as Vice President, will take over the Presidential role but he
insists he remains Vice President only. He, and indeed we all, must continue as
if it is “Cas’s Year”. Cas is dead but we don’t have to believe it if we don’t
want to.
Lastly, as you will be reading this in December it is my
pleasure to wish you all a very Happy Christmas. Sadly (!)
Francoise and I have already left on a cruise to Cape Town and
fly back on Christmas Day, so think of us at 30,000 feet as you
tuck into your turkey etc.

Peter
DIARY DATES:
17-19th Dec
17th Dec
23rd Jan 2019
Jan
Jan
5th Feb
8th Feb
16th Feb
24th Feb
Jan/Feb
20th March
April 2019
May 2019
June 2019

Station Collection
Seasonal District Concert at Chelmsford Cathedral
Mock job interviews at Colchester High School (prov)
Youth Speaks Intermediate and Senior
Young Carers Cooking Course
Future of Forum discussion at R&C
Annie at the Mercury
P & A Wood visit - Peter Hill
District PHF lunch for all club PHF’s, Channels, Chelmsford
Trip to the dogs
District Council Meeting Writtle
RYLA
Youth Speaks Junior
Careers Talks
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DUNCAN BROWN RETIRES
Our Duncan has retired from Forum after many
years service. He proffered his retirement
speech at lunch quietly and with dignity as he
does with everything but we wanted to share
some pictures with you of his time in Rotary
….. and some comments from fellow Forum
Founders:Robert J: Duncan will certainly be missed at
meetings for his outspoken views, and as the
one often ready with a question to a speaker. He was responsible for years for
receiving requests for help from (usually)
young people which he channelled
through to community service and
responded to the applicant with the
club’s answer sometimes with a degree
of diplomacy. Years ago he was a very
supportive VP to me during my term
of office for which I was grateful, and
has always given good sense advice
gained from his long experience in
agriculture, not to mention
his time as a naval pilot.
Many of us will remember
visits to his farm and the provision of
sumptuous breakfasts. And it has
been a pleasure to share a lunch table
with him and to hear his views on all
manner of things! All the best to
him.
Rodney P: My broken foot prevented me being there at Duncan’s unheralded
departure at lunch. His method of leaving was typically Duncan wanting it to be
quick and without fuss. His kind and sympathetic attitude towards members and their families was and, I am sure
always will be, appreciated. On the other hand his “flog em and hang em” approach to those
he thought were deserving of it was sometimes a source
of amusement!!
Louis Thorp: Thank you, Duncan, for all the good work
you have given through your 44 years in Rotary. I was
honoured to be your Vice-President in 1981-82, when I
really got to know, that under that ‘brusque’ exterior, there
was a thoughtful, caring, considerate and jovial person. I
remember the work you did in getting the MCTC to build
the caravan, that you towed it to all the functions and
events where it was needed, the way you would always offer to collect or deliver
chairs or tables to other events and the enthusiasm you had in not only helping,
but attending functions such as the ‘Strawberry and Bubbly’ evenings and your
deep laughter in ‘turning water into wine’ at a dinner. I know that you have a serious,
thoughtful and inquisitive mind which prompts you to always ask questions to our
speakers and you are not backward in giving your own views on a subject! Over the
years you have quietly made enquiries into requests for donations from individuals so
as to ascertain whether they are warranted or not, and you have always been ready to
‘lend a hand’ when required. You will be missed enormously by you colleagues in
Forum, and we hope you have an enjoyable and peaceful retirement from Forum.

Ivan S: Apart from what other members have said, Duncan for many years was
responsible for transporting the Forum caravan to wherever it was required. He
was thoroughly reliable and it was always in the right place at the right time. I think he also took on responsibility
for the storage of the caravan.
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We will miss your attendance at Rotary lunches Duncan but look forward to
seeing you and Jean for coffee and catch up. Much love Duncan. We thank
you for your continued friendship. Enjoy your retirement - and sincere
Rotary thanks for your many years of ‘Service Above Self”. Ed.

Remembrance Day Parade.
Picture shows DG Lesley Sulley, Irene
Kettle and representatives of other
Rotary Clubs attending the
Remembrance Day parade in
Colchester on 11th November.

ROTARY CONFERENCE 2018 by Gordon Rodgers
This was my second Rotary District 1240 conference and this time at The Grand Harbour Hotel in
Southampton 5th – 7th October. As there is a full report in the 1240 News for October, this is a summary of
my views of the conference.
It was good that our President Cas and Julie were present plus a contingent from other Colchester clubs. As
you would expect the hotel was very close to the water front and from our bedroom window we could see
large cruise ships coming/going.
Following registration, we were all invited to a Pimms reception and after the
one permitted glass some of us decided to head for the main bar for a proper
drink The evening event was “Fantasy Cruise Gala Dinner” and many dressed
up – Hellooo sailor! – good company, ok food, good music/
dancing.
Saturday started with an unhealthy breakfast and then talks
by various dignitaries including the obligatory letter from
the “Queen” and then we heard from two speakers – Bella
Field aged 13 talking about her grief on losing her sister to a brain tumour. Bella has
given many speeches around the world and won a Rotary Young Citizen Award. The next
speaker was Katie King talking about AI (Artificial Intelligence) and how it could/will
change our lives. After a coffee break we had speakers talking about the Mary Rose,
Purple4Polio, Alzheimer Society and Stop the Traffik – human trafficking - using The Stop App, a smart
phone data collection tool. The conference closed for the day but in the evening we had a gala dinner. Good
company, food ok and loud music.
Sunday started again with an unhealthy (my choice) breakfast and after a welcome back speech by our DG,
Pat gave a “thought for the day” on ‘Peace. Be still’. After that we had a talk on Shelterbox and “my life as a
Hi DE HI Yellowcoat by David Webb. Coffee followed and then Olivia Giles, 500 miles and Steve Brown,
Paralympian and broadcaster whose credits include presenting Countryfile. All very inspiring ….. which was
the conference theme – Be the Inspiration.
This was the better of the two conferences I have attended so far and the next one will be at Woodlands
Event Centre, Wyboston Lakes Resort close to St Neots on 4th – 6th October 2019. I understand I will be
going as Pat will give another “Thought for the Day”. Such is married life!
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1st November - A TALK ON SOCIAL MEDIA - DOMINIC PAPE by Robin Smith
Dominic started his talk by
thanking Cas for initially
asking him to enlighten
members as to Social Media
within Rotary.
A lot of members were
embarrassed by it – How can
it be used within Rotary?
Dominic, on his laptop,
showed us logos of some of
the trademarks used by
Social Media and asked the
membership to identify. e.g. Facebook, Instagram,
Snapchat etc., surprisingly these were recognised
by some but not all of those present.
Instagram was mainly a photo-sharing platform
which Dominic used to follow other Rotary
Clubs, but which is now used by millions of
people. Rotary had followers on the following
media:
Facebook 733,000, Instagram 125,000,
Linkedin 86,000, You Tube 14,000.
He gave an example of one Rotary Club that
had organised a Global Swim Marathon that
was placed on the Social Media which resulted in it
being seen by 200 clubs across the continent and
raised $100.000.
Dominic has been using social media for half his
life and most youngsters today are fully versed in
accessing the various sites and do so daily.
He has a 13 year old sister-in-law who has been
using and downloading videos to You Tube and has
made a lot of money by doing so. 10's of thousands
of pounds! Because of these various media
platforms Dominic has not bought a newspaper or
any printed material in years. Everything that he
wants to know he picks up from one of the various
media sites.
We need our Club to be proactive - pushing via
social media. If on Facebook you see something
that you like hit the ‘like' symbol. This will ensure
that the item you have been looking at is then
circulated to all your friends, within your Facebook
circle, of that site automatically. If your friends also
like the item and press the like symbol this will
then be circulated to all their friends hence the
snowball effect.
So when we come to put anything on our FaceBook
site to publicise an event we all then need to visit
the site and hit the ‘like’ symbol, when it will then
be circulated to a far greater audience. For all types
of club promotion it would make sense to use social
media.
Tony Dutch asked how we deal with GDPR – we
can't put photographs of children on an open site.

Dominic said we can deal with this by showing the
build up to the events – telling a story, without
actually showing the children. Michael Jones said
that to go ahead with any promotions on FB we
must go through one club ‘source' to post items.
Dominic agreed and that we need to set up a
committee. Irene is presently dealing with Twitter
and Dominic was dealing with Facebook.
Dominic repeated that we must all go on the site
and press like for it to be circulated.
He was asked about Friends Reunited which had
now disappeared. That platform had been taken
over by Facebook and you could still get the same
information – school friends etc.
Instagram was mainly used by the 20-30
year olds, with younger ones using
Snapchat. It was suggested that each of
our club committees should have one or
two people who would direct information
to the person designated to webmaster our
FB site. This would need to be done at
least weekly.
Dominic was asked how people make
money from these sites. Commercial concerns look
at what is put on social media (e.g. YouTube) and
note how many hits they have. If advertisers
identify a site with a huge number of hits they will
approach the person site
owner and pay them to accept
advertising on their site.
Dominic was also asked how
to avoid adverse social
comments – lots were
received on our site after the
Duck Race. There is nothing
that you can really do about
this other than be ever
watchful.
John Threlfall said that like a lot of members here
he would not wish to get involved.
Dominic said there are pros and cons to this, but
this is the way the world is going. It is to attract
future members and let them know, in the normal
acceptable way for today, what the club is doing
and how they can get involved. Younger
generations are using these platforms and we must
move in that direction in order to attract them.
PP Peter gave the vote of thanks.
To view our FaceBook page go to:
facebook@RotaryClubofColchesterForum
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8th November - Cheshire Homes - Elizabeth Barrenger by Bill Ward
Liz Barrenger from The Cheshire Home in Bromley came to tell us of the work of her organisation.
Leonard Cheshire.
Group Captain Leonard Cheshire VC, OM, DSO and two bars, DFC was a
bomber pilot in the Second World War. He was the youngest Group Captain
ever appointed to the RAF. He took command of the Dambusters, 617
Squadron, at a difficult time in their history. He performed many important
missions with them when he marked targets using a Mosquito aircraft to
ensure accurate bombing.
He was the official British observer with the USAAF on the mission that
dropped the second atomic bomb on Nagasaki. This event had a major
impression on him.
On leaving the RAF he had to think what to do next. He set up a home for
ex-servicemen but this failed financially. His aunt then died, leaving him in
her will, her house in Hampshire and this became the first Cheshire Home.
Cheshire Homes.
The first resident was Arthur Taylor. He was ex-RAF veteran and was dying. He had been discharged
from hospital because nothing further could be done for him but he had nowhere to go. Further residents
soon followed.
In 1959 he met his wife, Sue Ryder, and they set up home in Ampthill where they had two children. He
was made a life peer. Leonard Cheshire died of Motor Neurone Disease in 1992. Before he died he had
become a great advocate for the rights of disabled people.
Their son, Jerome, still visits Cheshire Homes.
Cheshire Homes still try, as much as possible, to give disabled people their independence. This requires
a lot of help which they get from many volunteers, often coming from abroad.
They used to have many large units but found this was not very successful so now they operate many
smaller units where there can be more individual care. They organise many outside visits, have fishing
in the lake and try to give as normal a life as possible. They are not an old peoples’ home and the
average age of residents is 50. Many have had accidents or strokes.
Seven Rivers Home in Great Bromley has now been going for 60 years. It has 29 residents who each
have individual rooms with en-suite bathrooms. They rely entirely on funding from the public and much
of their income comes from bequests. Resident referrals
mostly come from hospitals.

And the winners were…….
Mike Jones and Andrew Crayston snatched victory in the final of the
Rotary District Golf competition held at Three Rivers Golf Club.
They and their opponents Dave Jarvis and his partner Rob from
Rayleigh Mills Club were all square at the 9th but 2 down at the
15th. A and I were two behind at the 16th and then......Mike Jones
took the next 2 holes and Andrew took the last hole to snatch the
victory from past winners after 5 rounds played at Colchester,
Upminster and Chelmsford golf clubs. Well done chaps!
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15th November - Visit of DG Lesley Sulley by Jo Portway
DG Lesley Sulley visited us today.
She told us she was shocked by the sudden death of
President Cas but was very impressed by how
everyone within the club had rallied round.

L-R: Secretary Nick Clarke, AG Keith Brownlie,
DG Lesley Sulley & PP Peter Powell.

She told us that she believes exciting times lie head
for Rotary. For too long the management team in
Rotary have not listened – this is now changing and
clubs are going to be challenged.
“Be the inspiration“ is President Barry’s motto for
this year. He believes we need to serve effectively
and efficiently to help others and to continue to
promote membership of Rotary.
Lesley encouraged us to register with “My Rotary” as
our registration is only at 42% at the moment! By not
registering there is no access to 2/3 of the information
sent out by rotary.
Lesley has been spending time looking at our website
and Facebook page and was delighted to report that
they are up-to-date. However we must be vigilant in
using the correct use of branding according to RI and
only use the current branding!
She talked about polio eradication and the need to
contribute more to Foundation in order to help
eradicate this scourge of disease. Lesley also talked
about sustainability and the problem of climate impact
and the amount of deaths per year as a result of this.

She noted that ‘charity navigator’ marks Rotary at
100%. 1240 is asked to do at least one fundraising
event for Essex and Herts Air Ambulance this year.
We’ve done ours – at the choir competition this
week – where we raise £660 which was duly
presented to Lesley today. Lesley also suggested
that all clubs undertake a visit to Essex and Herts
air ambulance to hear more about the charity. She
noted that the District Christmas concert is in
Chelmsford Cathedral on Monday, 20th December

and half the proceeds will
be given to the Essex and
Herts AA and half to
hearing dogs for the deaf.
Lesley went on to inform
us about the showcasing
event in Nottingham next
year and further there will
be a Rotary event called
“Rotary Volunteer Expo” in
May 2020 in Birmingham.

John Russell presenting
Lesley with £660 raised
during the heats and
final of the Forum Choir
Competition.

Every Rotarian will want to
do more and achieve their
potential and also inspire
others within Rotary to
ensure the longevity of Rotary.
“We will be developing more clubs with extra
flexibility” she said. 257 clubs were formed in RIBI last
year in various formats. There was talk about setting up
more informal clubs in Colchester - perhaps meeting
twice a month with no meal.

Lesley then presented a banner to past president
Peter Powell.
When asked about
the
100th
anniversary of
WWI and the
parade along
Colchester High
Street, Lesley said
she felt
truly
fortunate to be
District Governor
at this time which
DG Lesley presenting Peter
meant
she was able
with the Rotary banner.
to walk in the parade
helping to represent
Rotary .... and it was good to see Irene Kettle
alongside her. It was an honour to be there on such
a commemoration and she was very appreciative of
this distinction.
Asked why she took the role of DG and all the hard
work it entails Lesley said it was because of the
Rotarians who had inspired her over the years some of them very special people - and she was
challenged by them to move out of her comfort
zone. “The more you get involved” she said “the
more you want to get involved”. She heard some
totally inspirational stories along the way.
Past President Peter Powell, in his vote of thanks,
said society these days seems to depend more and
more on volunteers and the goodness of people. He
said Lesley is a star within Rotary for her
enthusiasm and aspiration for which we are most
grateful.
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And the Winners are……St Thomas More’s RC Primary School
The 5th Rotary Forum
New Town PS, Baynards PS, Tiptree, Bishop
choir competition was
William Ward PS and Colchester High School.
its usual amazing
All choirs sang “The Last Dinosaur” by Lin
success with over 500
Marsh followed by their own interpretation of
people attending and
another song of their own choice.
£660 raised for the
The hard pressed adjudicators were: Monica
Essex & Herts Air
Thomas, Thomas Holt, Bailey Gordon and
A m b u l a n c e Tr u s t .
Stephanie Laine.
Staged at the University of Essex Ivor Crewe
A fabulous
theatre on a cold November night, the feeling
musical evening
inside the theatre was one of warmth and
was enjoyed by
excitement as each of the 5 choirs went
all and to top it all
through the selected song and then one of
the fantastic sum
their own choice. Polished performances
of £660 has been
The adjudicators
gave the adjudicators a very hard decision. It
raised to donate
took time but eventually they came up
to the Essex and
with a winning school...St Thomas
Herts Air Ambulance Trust.
More's RC primary school. So many
TSP’s Chief Operating Officer, Sean
thanks need to be given - to coStutterford, said “It was a delight to
sponsors TSP and McDonald's, to Tony
sponsor the event once again and to
Dutch for stepping up to the plate after
help honour Cas. It was a brilliant
the sudden death of President Cas,
evening and we look forward to
Colin Bennett for tinkling the ivories and
sponsoring another time”.
everyone who helped organise the
And McDonald’s told us: “The event
event or 'rattled a
was fantastic bucket' at the end.
all the children
Deputy lieutenant
s a n g
Richard Porter & PP
Bonnie Hill was
extremely well
Peter Powell
there in her official
and it was
capacity to present
nice to hear
the winning trophy to the
variations of the same
school. Bonnie, as well as
song”.
deputy lieutenant of Essex is
And finally our own Tony
a n M B E , J P, D L , V i c e
Dutch said “ It was a
President of Essex NE girl
pleasure to be able to
Tony Dutch
guiding and a Member of the
fulfil
the
programme
as
Court of the University of
TSP’s Sean Stutterford
Cas would have wanted. The children were
Essex.
wonderful and proved, yet again, what a
The five school choirs
worthwhile event this is”.
singing were: St Thomas More’s, St George’s

FRUGAL LUNCH
We raised an amazing sum of £600 this year
for Mary’s Meals at our ‘frugal lunch’. Our
sincere thanks go to the Rose & Crown,
Eastgates, Colchester - Lisa & her team - for
their continued support.
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AGE CONCERN COLCHESTER by Colin Bennett
Don’t miss the full update of the significant progress which has been
seen at our own independent Colchester charity for the elderly. This
will be in next month’s OD.
You may remember how our Tony Dutch observed that we, at
Forum, do lots for the young folk in our community but nothing for
our older neighbours. Well, that has all changed and this charity is
now the principal source of help for the Colchester elderly. The
route to this transformation started with the appointment of a new
Chief Executive (in fact, two, but more of that later).
Then came the move earlier this year into new premises which
63 North Hill, Colchester
helped trigger the (controversial) amalgamation of the council
services for the elderly. This came at a time of
significant expansion of befriending, advisory, counselling and and other services. So
the transformation has to be seen to be believed!
A much delayed official opening of the new premises, officiated by our MP, will take
place on 14th December. A Rotary presence would be welcome.
I’ll be there!!
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

CHRISTMAS QUIZ
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

On Christmas Eve 1990, a film called A Grand Day Out introduced us to
which iconic British duo?
In 2008, which country set the current record for the world’s tallest
snowman? A: Germany, B: Canada, C: USA
Which two of Father Christmas's reindeers are named after meteorological
terms?
In the poem 'The Night Before Christmas', visions of what danced in
children's heads?
The American states of Georgia, Arizona, and Indiana all have towns that
share
which same Christmassy name?
Popular in Victorian England at Christmas and also appearing in the Dickens' story A Christmas
Carol, what is 'Smoking Bishop'?
In the 1947 Christmas comedy-drama Miracle on 34th Street, which actress plays the little girl
brought up not to believe in Santa Claus?
Bob Geldof and Midge Ure wrote the song 'Do They Know It's Christmas?' in which year?
’Driving Home for Christmas' was used in Christmas commercials for which supermarket chain in
1997, 1998, and 2011?
Christmas Island, a territory of the Commonwealth of Australia, is located in which ocean?
On Boxing Day 1991, what was formally dissolved?
Where did Del and Rodney go on holiday in a 1991 Only Fools and Horses Christmas special?
Within five years, when was the world's first commercially produced Christmas card commissioned
by Sir Henry Cole?
Who wrote the first ever Christmas message - it was for George V in 1932?
St. Knut's Day marks the end of Christmas and the holiday season in which European country?
Answers:
1
Wallace & Gromit
2.
The USA. It took one month to build and measured 122ft 1in tall.
3.
Donner and Blitzen (the names mean 'thunder' and 'lightning' in German)
4.
Sugar PluMS
5. Santa Claus
6. A type of mulled wine
7.
Natalie Wood
8. 1984
9. Iceland
10.
Indian Ocean
11. The Soviet Union
12. Miami, Florida
13.
1843
14. Rudyard Kipling
15. Sweden

1.
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FREEWHEELERS by Marilyn Ward
There was no Freewheeler’s report last month as Bill and I

were visiting our daughter, Fiona, and her family for halfterm. These days such visits often require a long journey,
as several of our group know, who also have family in
Australia and America. Our trip this time was to Romania
where Fiona has moved to due to her husband’s job.
A three-hour flight by Ryanair from Stansted took us to
Bucharest and looking down from the plane as we came in
to land the view was of flat cultivated fields with forested
areas and areas of lakes and meandering rivers. A large
forest area is situated close to Fiona’s home and is a very
Blue & green fountains
pleasant place to stroll through, especially with the
autumnal colours at this time of year.
The surrounding area is very flat – no hills for
Grandson Ben in the
sledging when the snow comes – but two to three
forest cycling
hours to the north by car there are mountains with
castles to visit and opportunities for skiing.
The city of Bucharest is 25 minutes away by car from
Fiona’s house and requires a journey through very fast
moving traffic. As our stay was short, we visited the
most well-known buildings in the city – the Palace of
Parliament and the Casa Ceausescu – both of which date from the 70s and 80s. The opulence and
size of both is unbelievable with expensive marble, Venetian glass, crystal chandeliers – all this
when ordinary people were struggling to get by. The city retains some
lovely, old buildings, especially churches and many areas of the city
are being restored after years of neglect. We had a special treat one
evening watching a very colourful display of dancing fountains
accompanied by lights and music. The traditional cuisine is not for
those on a diet but, apart from fish, most tastes are catered for.
Our Freewheelers lunch this month was arranged by Chris Hill –
thank you Chris – and was at the Donkey and Buskins in Layer de la
Haye. A leisurely meal was followed by much discussion especially
at one end of the table where politics were the main topic. I am
unable to disclose what was said but Brexit was obviously being
Hostess, Chris Hill
debated, with strong views being expressed. At the other end family news was exchanged counting
up the money at
and photos of grandchildren proudly handed around.
the end of the meal!
These lunches prove the ideal way of retaining friendships as there is no compulsion to
participate and people can choose when and where they are able to attend. Long may they
continue.
Church in
Bucharest

Future diary: Weds Dec 12-Christmas meal at Stoke by Nayland Golf Club, 12 for 12.30pm. Please contact Geraldine
before Monday Dec 10th to book place.

Happy Christmas to everyone from Forum Freewheelers!

